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Netart Latino “database” / 
Interface-Map 

netart latino “database”, banner in ASCII, 2000.

I said School of the South; because, in reality, our North is the South. There 

should be no North for us except the polar opposite of our South. That is 

why we now turn the map upside-down, thus giving us a true notion of our 

position rather than seeing ourselves as the rest of the world wishes. From 

now on, the tip of America, stretching outward, insistently points to the 

South, our North. 

Joaquín Torres García. Universalismo Constructivo. Buenos Aires:  

Poseidón, 1943. (Cecilia Buzio de Torres, 1997)

You connect the dots. You pick up the pieces. 

Sharkey’s night (Laurie Anderson, 1984)

Netart latino “database” was born in 1999 and consolidated in the year 
2000. It was not devoid of humorous and cynical allusions to the situation in 
which we Latin Americans found ourselves. Its interface, an inverted map of 
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South America drawn in ASCII, is an obvious tribute to the work of Joaquín 
Torres García and uses “poor” (low-tech) design resources (ASCII sketches 
had always been a useful tool for designs in net contexts that operated very 
slowly). Even the word “database” (always in quotation marks) is an exag-
geration, because the site only offers one HTML file in list format.

With regard to its contents, one has only to read the description of the links 
to understand the futility of encapsulating all “Latin American” things, some-
thing that Laura Baigorri skilfully articulated in her curatorial text entitled 
“Artistas Latinos Making Global Art” (Baigorri, 2006).

The netart latino “database” was conceived with a completely unique and 
subjective intention in terms of criteria. Like any personal selection, it is “par-
tial and arbitrary” and never aspired to be a mere list. The project is highly 
personal in that it features links which, both personally and as an artist, I 
found interesting for specific reasons. I usually chose them based on their 
aesthetic pursuits, their formal proposals, their manifestos, their reinterpreta-
tions, etc. Nearly all of the links were carefully considered and weighed, ex-
plored with thoughtful deliberation. They were both my personal Net-surfing 
recommendations and a mapping of the network in which I was moving at 
the time, a map of relationships and of works of reflection and collaboration.

Netart latino “database” was born of a personal determination to lend vis-
ibility to a number of links created by net artists working from Latin America, 
though not all of them are exclusively “Latino”. On the other hand, as Laura 
Baigorri accurately points out in her curatorial essay “Artistas Latinos Making 
Global Art”, there are also links by artists who are in Latin America but offer 
more global formal proposals or go straight to the formal essence of code, 
the erroneous use of the same (the error as an aesthetic approach and 
strategy), etc. This map is motley and undoubtedly reveals the intention and 
personal whims of the person behind it.

Netart latino “database” was conceived as a response to various Euro-
pean and North American (and even Latin American) theoretical works on 
netart in which the same artists and artworks were mentioned over and 
over again. These icons from the “heroic” era, were the ones that first, best 
and most intelligently constructed the legend of netart and its artists. The 
construction was intensely interesting and admirably accomplished. Yet 
the incredible thing is that, when academia began to take an interest in our 
geographic region, that first manifesto and legend was referred to time and 
again in reflections on the subject, without any attempt to further plumb the 
depths of the Web. 

The netart latino “database” was created for the purpose of asserting, with 
touches of irony and a few subtle references that were sometimes ignored, 
that “our” story must also be told: that we have our own “heroes” and that 
many of the works touted as pioneering endeavours in other latitudes were 
also being developed simultaneously by us. 
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“netart is not dead, it just smells funny.”
The HTML page was sold to MEIAC for 0.99 € in 2008. In February 2010 a 
book about this project was published. 

Book: netart latino “database”
Editor: Nilo Casares. Writers: Laura Baigorri (Spain), Giselle Beiguelman 
(Brazil), Nilo Casares (Spain), Brian Mackern (Uruguay), Lila Pagola (Ar-
gentina), Gustavo Romano (Argentina). Designed by fündc. Publication by 
MEIAC. 500 copies (35 signed and numbered)
ISBN: 978-84-613-4394-2 / Depósito legal: ba-6-2010

Fig. 1: netart latino “database”: the book, 2010.
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